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Abstract

The reflection of regular and irregular waves from a partially perforated caisson breakwater with a rock—filled core is examined．The

present mathematical model is developed by means of the matched eigenfunction method．Numerical results of the present model

ale compared with the experimental data of different researchers．Numerical examples are given to examine the effect of rock fiU on

the reflection coefficient．The differences between regular and irregular waves are also investigated by means of theoretical and ex-

perimental results．It is found that the minimum reflection coefficient of irregular waves is larger than that of corresponding regular

waves，but the contrary is the case for the maximum reflection coefficient．
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1 Introduction

Recently perforated caissons are often used to

construct vertical breakwaters and wharfs in coastal

engineering as they can effectively reduce the wave

reflection and wave forces on the structures．Owing

to the stability requirements of the structures，the

front wall of the caisson is usually partially perfora-

ted above a certain level．and the caisson chamber

below the perforated part of the front wall is generally

filled with large diameter rocks．For example，in

Dalian in China，the wharfs(9—16)in the Dayao

}Corresponding author。E—mail：liyuch@dlut．edu．ca

Bay Harbor and the breakwater for the COSCO

Shipyard have been both constructed with partially

perforated caissons．The reduction in wave reflection

and wave forces could be obtained and has resulted

in a considerable reduction in the total costs of the

project．

A perforated wall breakwater consisting of a

perforated front wall，a solid back wall and a wave

absorbing chamber between them was initially pro—

posed by Jarlan(1961)．Since then，the Jarlan—

type structure has received considerable attention

due to its significant wave absorbing performance．

The correlative research projects mainly focused on

the interaction of regular waves with fully perforated

wall structures(Chwang and Dong，1 984；Twu and
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Lin，1991；Fugazza and Natale，1992；Sahoo et

a1．，2000)as well as partially perforated wall 2 Mathematical model

breakwaters(Tanimoto and Yoshimoto，1 982；

Chen et a1．，2002；Li et a1．，2002，Li et a1．，

2005)．Moreover，several researchers have studied

the irregular wave reflection from perforated break—

waters．Tanimoto et a1．(1976)investigated the re—

flection of irregular waves from a fully perforated

caisson breakwater by means of a series of experi—

mental tests．Bennett et a1．(1 992)presented an

analytical model to predict the reflection of regular

and irregular waves from a fully perforated breakwa-

ter and carried out experiments to validate their

model．Suh et a1．(2001)also developed a similar

model by using more complicated matching bounda—

ry conditions，and validated their model by means

of experiments．More recently，SUb et a1．(2006)
have presented a numerical model to calculate the

reflection coefficients of regular and irregular waves

from a partially perforated breakwater mounted on a

solid mound foundation．In their model，the imper-

forated part of the front wall was assumed to be a

very steep slope．

The aforementioned analytical models with re—

spect to partially perforated breakwaters dealt with

the case that in the caisson chamber below the perfo—

rated wall，the bottom is solid．Liu et a1．(2006)

have investigated the regular wave forces on a par-

tially perforated breakwater with a rock—filled core．

In the present study，our interests focus on the re—

flection of both regular and irregular waves by the

same structure．Therefore．the mathematical model

of Liu et a1．(2006)，which has been developed

based on the eigenfunction expansion method(Isaac-

son et a1．，2000；Sahoo et a1．，2000；Song and

Sun，2006；Teng et a1．，2006)，is further devel—

oped to estimate the reflection coefficients of regular

and irregular waves．

The idealized geometry of the problem is shown

in Fig．1．A normally incident，regular or irregular

wave train approaches a partially perforated caisson

breakwater with a rock—filled core．The water depth

is assumed to be constant and represented with h．

The front wall is partially perforated from a distance

(b)below the still water level to the top，and the

rock fill thickness is a：therefore h=a+b．The

width of the wave absorbing chamber is B．A Carte—

sian-coordinate system Oxz is defined with the origin

at the intersection of the chamber rear wall and the

still water level，the z—axis directing vertically up—

wards and the菇一axis directing out of the fluid do-

main．The whole fluid domain is divided into three

sub—regions：Region 1，the fluid domain in front of

the perforated caisson；Region 2，the fluid domain

above the rock fill in the wave absorbing chamber；

Region 3，the fluid domain occupied by the rock

fill．The thickness of the perforated front wall is as-

sumed to be 0 as it is very small compared with the

incident wavelength．
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Fig．1．Definition sketch

Regular waves

It is assumed that the fluid is inviscid，incom-

pressible，and its motion is irrotational in the whole

fluid domain．Then，the velocity potential中(戈，彳，t)
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can be used to describe the wave motions inside and

outside the porous medium(Sollitt and Cross，

1972)．For monochromatic incident wayes with an

angular frequency(∞)，the time factor e一“can be

separated out and SO the velocity potential can be

written as

西(石，z，t)=Re[咖(戈，z)e一诎]， (1)

where，Re[]denotes the real part of the argument：

i=~／一1，is the imaginary unit；t is the time；and西

denotes the spatial velocity potential．In each sub—

region．the spatial potential satisfies the Laplace

equation

4笋+4学：o,j_1，2'3(2)巩2 出2
一 一1’二’J k‘，

where the subscript j represents variables with re．

spect to Region J．

The spatial potentials are also required to satisfy

appropriate boundary conditions on the free surface，

water bottom，solid back wall and the interfaces be—

tween different regions：

警=和⋯小Ⅵ，
挚：o，z：一^，，：1，3，
clz

。 ’

挚：o，光：o，，：2，3，
dx

’

警：占，警，z：_6，出一6。以’‘一一u’

西，=(s，+if)击，．z：一6

塑：垫：ikoC(+O 。一“xOx
l 甲2／’

戈=一日．

d咖l d咖3
一=～0x ax

—b≤名≤0．

=0，咒=一B，

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

一h≤z≤一b， (9)

where g is the gravitational acceleration：the sub—

script r represents variables with respect to the rock

fill；8，s and f denote，respectively，the porosity，

the inertial effect coefficient and the linearized re-

sistance coefficient of porous medium；ko is the inci．

13l

dent wavenumber；G is the porous effect parameter

defined by Chwang(1983)and modified by Yu

(1995)as

“丽孝习 (10)

in which，the subscript W represents variables with

respect to the perforated front wall which is alSO trea—

ted as a porous medium：and 6 is the perforated wall

thickness．It should be pointed out that，although

the perforated wall thickness is treated as 0 when

considering the wave interaction with the breakwa—

ter，the thickness of the wall is considered nonzero

for the flow within the perforated wall．

It is noted that Eqs(6)and(7)denote the

vertical mass flux and dynamic pressure continUOUS

conditions between Regions 2 and 3，respectively．

Equation(8)is the porous boundary condition de—

rived by Yu(1995)．The first part of Eq．(8)indi．

cates that the horizontal mass fluxes between the Re—

gions 1 and 2 must be continuous at the perforated

front wall．The second part indicates that the normal

fluid velocity passing through a thin perforated wall

is linearly proportional to the pressure difference be．

tween the two sides of the wall under the linear as．

sumption．

By the separation of variables．the velocity po-

tentials satisfying the Laplace equation and the rele．

vant boundary conditions，

written as

Eqs(3)～(7)，can be

”一i⋯gH[eiko(x+B)篙Roe-iko(x+B)掣+
∑

咖2=一

^)

驴∽鳓掣]，
等弘cos㈧小

+

(11)

—cosh—a．面(z+瓦h再)-瓦P．s面inh研a．(_z+一h)，(12)coshA。^一P。sinhA。九
’ 、1。7

咖3= 一警弘cos(¨)
1一P。tanha。a

s。+诉
×
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+h)

coshA。h—P。sinhA。h’

where H is the incident wave height；and

P。=
”南)tanh小
卜南tanh2小

(13)

(14)

The wavenumbers ko and k。are the positive real

roots of the following dispersion relations

∞2=gkotanhkoh=一gk。tank。h，

m=1，2，⋯ (15)

The complex wavenumbers A。satisfy the following

complex dispersion relations

∞2一gA。tanhA。h=P。(t02tanhA。h—gA。)，

n=0，1，2，⋯ (16)

The unknown complex coefficients R。and A。must be

determined by means of the matching boundary con—

ditions，Eqs(8)and(9)，at the front wall of the

breakwater．The matching method has been ex—

plained in detail in another paper(Liu et a1．，

2006)．and is omitted here．

For the regular waves，the real reflection coeffi—

cient is defined as the ratio of the reflected wave

height to the incident wave height．It is noted that

the first part on the fight hand side of Eq．(11)re-

presents the incident waves propagating in the posi—

tire戈-direction，the second part the reflected waves

from the breakwater and the third part a series of ev—

anescent modes decaying in the negative戈一direction．

Therefore，the reflection coefficient K，of regular

waves can be calculated by

K，=I Ro I． (17)

To apply the present theoretical solutions to

practice，the resistance coefficient f and the inertial

coefficient s of the porous media need to be deter-

mined ahead．In general，the inertial coefficient can

be taken to be unity for the rock fill and the perfora—

ted wall(Isaacson et a1．，2000)．For the resistance

coefficient{。of the perforated front wall．an empiri-

cal formula is given by Li et a1．(2006)as

^=一3 338．7(8／h)2+82．769(8／h)+8．711，

0．009 4≤8／h≤0．05． (18)

With regard to the resistance coefficientfr of the rock

fill．an iterative calculation is required through the

following formula(Sollitt and Cross，1 972)

1

∞

丛兰羞旦二釜!兰
Ld∥叫∥dt

(19)

where V is the volume of porous medium；T is the in—

cident wave period；u is the kinetic viscosity of flu—

id；q is the real part of the seepage velocity；K。is

the intrinsic permeability of the material；and Cf is

the turbulent friction coefficient．The intrinsic per-

mealility of the material and the turbulent friction co-

efficient must be obtained from experiments(Sollitt

and Cross，1972；van Gent，1995；Requejo et a1．，

2002)．

2．2 Irregular waves

An irregular wave train can be treated as a sta-

tionary stochastic process．It is assumed to be a line-

ar superposition of large numbers of monochromatic

wave components with different wave heights，wave

angular frequencies and random initial phases．Thus

the total velocity potential中’(戈，彳，t)of irregular

waves can be written as

，

多’(彬，t)=Re[∑咖(茹，z)e。i‘叫州] ，(20)

where J is the total number of wave components

which should be infinite theoretically；由i，mi and仪i

are the spatial velocity potential，the angular fre—

quency and the initial phase of the jth component

wave，respectively．The velocity potential咖j of each

component of waves also satisfies the Laplace equa-

tion and the corresponding boundary conditions de—

scribed in Section 2．1．So，by neglecting the inter—

action of different components of waves，the reflec—

tion coefficient of each component can be calculated
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by means of the above regular wave model．It is not—

ed that in the calculations。the coefficients}t。S t
and

G should be calculated separately for each wave com—

ponent．Once the reflection coefficient of each con—

ponent is determined，the reflected spectral density

can be obtained by

S，(q)=Krj2Si(q)， (21)

where K口is the reflection coefficient of the jth com—

ponent；S，(∞，)and Si(∞，)are the spectral densi—

ties of the reflected and incident waves，respective—

ly．Here Ki can be considered as a linear transfer

function between the incident and reflected wave

spectra．

For irregular waves．the average reflection coef-

ficient K can be calculated by

—

K=

133

(2002)．When the rock fill thickness is 0(a=0

and h=b)，the present structure becomes a fully

perforated wall structure as investigated by Sahoo et

a1．(2000)．At this time，the reflection coefficient

of regular waves can also be calculated by the formu—

la of Sahoo et a1．(2000)：

， 1一G(1一icotkoB)
K 2万贯i面’ (24)

Figure 2 shows the comparison of reflection coeffi—

cients between the present prediction and the result

of Sahoo et a1．(2000)for the case of koh=1．3，

b／h=1．0，6／h=0．025，占。=0．3，工=8．7

and s。=1．0，where L is the incident wavelength．It

can be easily seen from Fig．2 that these two results

are the same．When the porosity of rock fill is 0(占，

=0 andf,=+∞)，the present structure reduces to

(22)
a partially perforated wall breakwater with a s。lid

where mo。r and mo，jare the zeYo-order moments of the

reflected and incident wave spectra，respectively，

and can be calculated by

m0。，=S，(∞)如，mo，；=s；(∞)如．(23)

In the calculations，the angular frequency range

of incident wave spectrum is set from the low fre-

quency∞l to the high frequency∞h．Then肛percent

energy is neglected both in the ranges of[0，t01]

and[toh．+∞]．肛2 0．2，it is adopted in the pres—

ent study(Yu，2000)．Moreover，the incident wave

spectrum is equally divided into M bands in the

core studied by Li et a1．(2002)．For this case，the

reflection co栅cient of regular waves can also be

calculated by using the analytical model of Li et a1．

(2002)．Figure 3 shows the comparison between the

present prediction and the result of Li et a1．(2002)
for the case of koh=1．3，b／h=0．5，6／h=0．025，

占。=0．3，工=8．7，s。=1．0 Z=+∞and占，=0．

It can be seen from Fig．3 that these two results are

also the same．

1．O

0．8

range of[tol，‰]．Here M=100，it is used and it

is sufficiently accurate for calculating the reflection
o·6

coemcient．
迎。

0．4

3 Validations

3．1 Comparisons with limiting cases

0．2

0．0

The present model has been validated by com—

paring the numerical results for limiting cases with
Fig一2

一 ’

●

the results of Sahoo et a1．(2000)and Li et a1．

0．0 0．1 O．2 O．3 0．4 O．5

B|L

Comparison between the result of Sahoo et al

(2000)and the present model．

层
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Fig．3． Comparison between the result of Li et al

(2002)and the present model．

3．2 Comparison between experimental and numeri-

cal results

Bennett et a1．(1 992)conducted a series of ex—

perimental tests to measure the reflection coefficients

of irregular waves from a slotted wave screen with a

solid back wall．The tests were designed on a scale

of 1：15，and two special incident wave spectra

named A and B were used in the tests．A11 the di—

mensions introduced here refer to the prototype．

Spectrum A covered the frequencies equivalent to the

wave periods of4．5 to 14．0 s，and Spectrum B COV-

ered 2．9 to 6．2 s．Other experimental conditions

were：h=b=8．6 m，B=5，10 and 15 m and占。=

0．072，0．148 and 0．209．The experimental data of

Bennett et a1．(1992)were analyzed by them

through Fourier analysis，and the spectra of reflec-

tion coefficients were provided in their paper．

The thickness of the screen was not described in

Bennett et a1．(1 992)．Here we adopt a reasonable

value of 6=15 cm in our calculations．Then the val．

ue of工=9．14 is obtained from Eq．(18)．Fur-

thermore，the values of G are determined from Eq．

(10)withfw=9．14 and s。=1．0．Once the values

of G are obtained，the reflection coefficient spectra

can be calculated by using the present regular wave

model．Figure 4 shows the comparison between the

predicted and measured spectra of reflection coeffi—

cients．Although there are some differences between

the predictions and the measurements，the important

features of the experimental results can be adequate—

ly reproduced，even for those sharply peaked

curves．The average reflection coefficients for both

Spectra A and B are also calculated by using Eqs

(22)and(23)．The comparison between the exper—

imental results and the simulated results of the pres—

ent model is shown in Fig．5，and the agreement be—

tween them is also satisfactory．

Suh et a1．(2001)conducted laboratory experi—

ments to measure the reflection coefficients of irregu—

lar waves from fully perforated caisson breakwaters．

The incident wave spectrum used in their tests was a

B—-M spectrum with the following form

S；(厂)=0．205碰t(Tf)。×

exp[一0．75(V)。4]， (25)

where f is the wave frequency；H、and rI。are the

significant wave height and the significant weve peri-

od，respectively． Other experimental conditions

were：^=b=40 am，B=15，30，45 and 60 cm，占。=

0．333，H。=3，6 and 9 am and t=1．0—2．0 s．

In the tests of Suh et a1．(2001)，the perfo—

rated front wall thickness and the water depth were

1 and 40 am，respectively．Therefore，according

to Eq．(1 8)，工=8．7 and 5。=1．0，they are used

in our calculations．Figure 6 shows the compari—

son between the numerical and experimental re—

suits．It is noted that in our calculations，the inci—

dent spectrum is determined by means of the

measured values of the significant wave height and

the significant wave period provided in Suh et a1．

(2001)．It can be seen from Fig．6 that the over-

all agreement between the numerical and experi—

mental resuhs is good for the cases of H。=6 and 9

cm(H。／h=0．150 and 0．225)．But the present

model somewhat underestimates the reflection co—

efficients for the case of H。=3 am(H。／h=

0．075)．Maybe，this is due to the overprediction
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ng．4． Comparison of reflection coefficient spectra between present predictions and experimental results of Bennett et

a1．(1992)．a．占。=0．148，B=5 m；b．占。=O．148，B=10 m；c．占。=0．148，B=15 m；d．占。=O．209，B=15 m；e．占。=

0．072，B=15 m．Predictions：O represents Spectrum A and A Spectrum B．——Experiments．
1．0

0．8

O．6

}

鼋O．4

O．2

O．O

0．0 0．2 0．4 0．6 0．8 1．0

K．，

Fig．5． Comparison of irregular wave reflection coeffi-

cients between present predictions(KⅥ)and experi—

mental data(K。)of Bennett et a1．(1992)

1．0

O．8

O．6

0．4

O．2

0．0

135

0．0 0．2 0．4 0．6 0．8 1．0

K。。

Fig．6． Comparison of irregular wave reflection coeffi．

cients between present predictions and experimental data

of Suh et a1．(2001)．
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of the wave energy loss on the perforated front wall

when the dimensionless wave height日。／h is rather

small．In fact，large waves are of more interest for

the engineering design，and so the present model

should be reliable in practice．

We carried out a series of experimental tests to

investigate the interaction of regular and irregular

waves with a partially perforated caisson breakwater

with a rock—filled core．The experiments were con．

ducted in a wave——current flume in the State Key

Laboratory of Coastal and Offshore Engineering，

Dalian University of Technology，China．The flume

is 56 m long，0．7 m wide and 1．0 m deep，and e．

quipped with a piston—type irregular wave maker．

For the irregular waves，the incident wave spectrum

was the modified JONSWAP spectrum(Goda，

1999)given by

Si∽)=岛窟巧4／’’exp[一1．25(V)一]×
7唧‘一‘V一1’沈F”， (26)

岛2涵而蒜器麓万万×
[1．094—0．019 151nT]， (26a)

咒=
1|

1—0．0132(T+0．2)一n
559’ (26b)

or：P7厂≤‘7， (2一O—C)={
‘

I )

【0．09厂≥工’，

where瓦and f,’denote the wave period and the fre—

quency at the spectral peak，respectively；y is the

peak enhancement factor and its mean value of 3．3

was used in our experiments．Other experimental

conditions are listed in Table 1．In the experiments，

the reflection coefficients and the wave forces were

both measured．The regular wave forces have been

analyzed in Liu et a1．(2006)，and details on the

physical model and the experimental set--up can al-

so be found in that paper．Here we use the experi—

mental data of reflection coefficients for

irregular waves．

regular and

Table 1。Experimental conditions of present model tests

Regular wave T／s 0．86 1．0 1．2 1．4

Regular wave H／cm 6，8 6，8，10，12 6，8，10，12 6，8，10，12

Irregular wave／'．Is 0．99 1．15 1．38

Irregular wave见／cm

Water depth h／cm

Caisson porosity s。

5．3，6．7，8．0

40

0．2，0．4

5．3，6．7，8．0

perforated wall depth b(em)

5．3，6．7，8．0

20

perforated wall thickness 6(cm) 1．0

Chamber width B／cm 15，20，30

In our tests，the perforated front wall thickness

and the water depth were also 1 and 40 am，respec．

tively．In addition，the porosity and the median

grain size of rock fill were 0．447 and 0．9 am，re．

spectively．This is similar to one of the gravels used

by Sollitt and Cross(1972)in their tests．Thus．

based on Eq．(18)and Sollit and Cross(1972)，
the parameters used for the calculations are工=8．7，

s。=s，=1．0，Kp=0．348 4×10—7 m2 and Cf=

0．406．In addition，the value of f is calculated by

Eq．(19)with an iterative procedure．It should be

noted that f,is relevant to the wave height in theory．

But the numerical results show that the effect of wave

height on fr can be neglected under the present ex—

perimental conditions．Therefore，constant dimen—

sionless wave heights H／h=0．2 and H。／h=0．17

are used to calculate{t for regular and irregular

waves，respectively．The comparison between the

experimental and numerical results of K，and Kr is

shown in Figs 7 and 8，respectively，where L。is the
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significant wavelength of irregular waves．From Fig．

7，we can see that generally there exists a good a．

greement between the numerical and experimental

resuhs of regular waves．For irregular waves．the

numerical results agree with the experimental data

very well for占。=0．4，as shown in Fig．8b．But for

8。=0．2，the present model gives conservative pre—

dictions of K，compared with the experimental re—

suhs，as shown in Fig．8a．

1．0

0．8

o
0．6

0．4

0．2

0．0

8|L

B|L

Fig．7． Comparison of regular wave reflection coefficient8

between present predictions and experimental resuIts．

a·岔。=O．2 andb．占。=0．4．Predictions：▲，B=15 cm：

●，B=20 cm；◆，B=30 cm．Experiments：A，B=

15 cm；o，B=20 cm；◇．曰=30 cm．

The good agreements between the numerical re—

suhs and the experimental data of different research．

ers show that the present mathematical model is reli—

able for predicting the reflection coefficients of regu—

lar and irregular waves from perforated caisson

breakwaters．

4 Discussion

4．1 Effect of rock fill

For the limiting case off=+∞and占。=0，
the reflection coefficient K，of regular waves is main—

ly affected by the factors of B／L，G，h／L and b／h，

l·O

0．8

过O·6
O．4

0．2

0．0

0

l·0

0．8

逆0·6
O．4

0．2

0．0

0

137

B／Ls

00 0．05 0．10 0．15 O．20 0．25 0．30

B／Ls

Fig．8． Comparison of irregular wave reflection coeffi—

cients between present predictions and experimental re．

suhs．a．占。=0．2 and b．占。=0．4．Predictions：▲．B=

15 cm；●，B=20 cm；◆，B=30 am．Experiments：A．

B=15 cm；o，B=20 cm；◇，B=30 cm．

which has been carefully investigated in the past

(Sahoo，2000；Li et a1．2002)．For the present

structure，our primary numerical results indicate that

the effects of these factors on the reflection coeffi—

cient of regular wave are similar to the limiting case．

Therefore we only examine the effect of rock 6Ⅱ

property，which is identified by fr and 8r，on the re—

flection coefficient of regular and irregular waves in

this study．

Figure 9 shows the effect of rock fill on the re—

flection coe徭cient of regular waves for koh=1．3，

b／h=0．5，8／h=0．025，占。=0．3，^=8．7 and

s。=8，=1．0．Here the resistance coefficient f is

simply treated as a constant．The reflection coeffi．

cient is plotted as a function of the dimensionless

wave chamber width B／L．It can be seen from this

figure that all waves are reflected(K=．)w enr1 0 h

B／L approaches 0．When B／L increases from 0．00

to 0．19，the variations of．f and s，almost have no

effects on the reflection coefficient of regular wave,

and the reflection coefficient of regular wave reaches

its minimum at about B／L=0．16．Once B／L ex-
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ceeds 0．19，the effects of{l and￡t on the reflection

coefficient of regular wave will tend to be significant．

It is also noted that as{l increases and￡x decreases，

the maximum value of the refection coe伍cient in—

creases．The total reflection can be observed at B／L

about equaling 0．39 for the limiting case of上=+∞

and占，=0．In practice，the resistance coefficient

and the porosity of rock fill cannot be varied substan—

tially．The typical values蕊{t and￡t are about 2．0

(Yu，1995)and 0．4～0．5(Isaacson et a1．，

2000)．In addition，the value of B／L<0．25 is more

common in practice．Therefore，detailed considera—

tion on the choice of rock fill may be not necessary

for practical engineering constructions．

1．O

0．8

0．6

0．4

0．2

0．0

0．0 0．1 0．2 0．3 0．4 0．5

8|L

Fig．9． Effect of rock fiU on the reflection coefficient

of regular waves．

Figure 10 shows the effect of rock fill on the re—

flection coefficient of irregular waves．The incident

wave spectrum used here is the modified JONSWAP

spectrum(Goda，1999)with 7 23．3．In the calcu—

lations，the value of koh=1．3 is used，where ko is

the wavenumber corresponding to the mean irregular

wavelength(L)．The other conditions aye the same

as Fig．9．By comparing Figs 10 and 9，the effects

of rock fill on K and Kr aye much similar．It should

be mentioned that except for B／L。=0，the total re—

flection of irregular waves does not occur even for the

limiting case of，=+∞and占，=0．

1．0

O．8

0．6

O．4

0．2

0．0

O．0 0．1 0．2 o．3 o．4 o．5

B／Ls

Fig．10． Effect of rock fill on the reflection coefficient

of irregular waves．

4．2 Differences between regular and irregular waves

Since the reflection coefficients of

irregular

regular and

waves can both be predicted by means of

the present mathematical model，it is natural to give

a comparison between them．This should be interest—

ing and useful．In the comparison，the wave period

of regular waves is determined to equal the mean pe-

riod of irregular waves，which seems to be a reasona—

ble choice．Figure 1 1 shows the comparison between

regular and irregular waves for the cases of koh=

koh=1．3，b／h=0．5，8／h=0．025，工=8．7，f=

2．0，s。=s，=1．0 and s。=0．2 and 0．4，respec—

tively．Here two different incident wave spectra are

used for irregular waves．One is the modified JON．

SWAP spectrum(Goda，1999)，and the other is the

B—M spectrum as follows(Yu，2000)：

Si(厂)=0．257H．2巧7。5exp[一1．03(t厂)4]．

(27)

From Fig．11．it can be seen again that all

waves are reflected when B／L(or B／L)approaches

0．As the increasing value of B／L(or B／L)，the re—

flection coefficient oscillates between its minimum

and maximum for both regular and irregular waves．

It can also be seen that the minimum Kl is larger

than the minimum K，，but the maximum K，is smal—

ler than the maximum K，．The reflection coefficient
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Fig．1 1． Comparison of predicted reflection coefficients between regular and irregular waves．a．占。=0．2 and b．占。：0．4．

value as defined in Eq．(22)．Therefore，the value

of Kr cannot reach too large or small compared with

K．By further investigating the curves of irregular

waves in Fig．11，the minimum K of the B—M spec-

trum is larger than that of the JONSWAP spectrum，

but the contrary is the case for the maximum Kr．

This iS due to the fact that the wave energy distribu．

tion of different component waves of the B——M spec--

trum is more moderate than that of the JONSWAP

spectrum．It can also be seen from Fig．1 1 that，as

for the practical condition of B／L<0．25．the reflec—

tion coefficient of irregular waves is generally larger

than regular waves．Therefore，the irregular wave

model is recommended for practice．

The present experimental data given in Figs 7

and 8 are also used to examiBe the differences be．

ments，there are

corresponding to

a total of seven different wave factors

regular and irregular waves，which

can be used for the comparison．These wave factors

are all listed in Table 2．ney are chosen according to

r—Tand日一风％，where T=T．11．15 and the rela—

tion between Hl％and玩

The comparison between

Can be found in Yu(2000)．

regular and irregular WaVeS

based on our experimental data is shown in Fig．12．

Generally，the measured reflection coefficients of ir-

regular waves are larger than the corresponding results

of regular waves under experimental conditions．This

iS consistent with the above numerical results．Moreo—

ver，the differences between Kl and Kl for 8。=0．4

are usually larger than that of占。=O．2，especially in

the range of B／L=O．13～O．17．This can also be eas—

ily observed in Fig．11．

Table 2． Wave factors used for the comparison between regular and irregular waves

Regular waves Irregular waves

T／s 1．2 1．0 0．86 1．2 1．0 1．2 1．0 t／s 1．38 1．15 0．99 1．38 1．15 1．38 1．15

H／cm 8 8 8 10 10 12 12 H／cm 5．3 5．3 5．3 6．7 6．7 8．0 8．0
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Fig．12． Comparison of measured reflection coefficients

between regular and irregular waves．

5 Conclusions

An analytical model is developed in this paper

to examine the reflection coefficients of regular and

irregular waves from a partially perforated caisson

breakwater with a rock．filled core．The numerical re—

suits of the present model for two limiting cases are

exactly the same as the predictions of previous ana-

lytical models．The present model is also validated

by comparing the present predictions with the experi—

mental data of different researchers．The effect of

rock fill on the reflection coemcient is examined and

it is not important for the current engineering prac—

tice(B／L<0．25)．Moreover，the differences be—

tween regular and irregular waves are investigated．

The minimum reflection coefficient of irregular waves

is larger than that of the corresponding regular

waves，but the contrary is the case for the maximum

reflection coefficient．This is due to the fact that the

reflection coefficient of irregular waves is the fre—

quency average resuh．For the practical condition of

B／L<0．25，the reflection coefficients of irregular

waves are generally larger than the corresponding re··

suits of regular waves．Thus the irregular wave model

is recommended for practice．
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